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February Sampler of the Month from Gigi R.
“The Polka Dot Cow Sampler”
Ever since Gigi mentioned the reproduction of Ann Harding’s
1811 sampler on Facebook, needleworkers have been waiting for
this release with bated breath ~ and now it is here! Of course I
love it, with all of its red scattered throughout, the charming
bucolic scene at the bottom fourth of the sampler with the
shepherd and his sheep, the shepherdess and windmill, and, of
course, the “star” of the sampler, the polka dot cow! All of the
charming motifs scattered throughout include many different
trees, crowns, cherubs, birds, butterflies, dogs, and more, most
created with cross stitch, but a few are embroidered, like the
tassels on each side (easy to omit if you prefer to abstain from
embroidery).
The sampler size is 378w x 434h, and on 40c that will be
18.9w x 21.7h.
* chart $24
* Lakeside linen w/2” margins:
* 45c = $35
* 40c = $46
* 36c = $52
* Silks ~ the overdyed silk threadpack uses a
combination of Belle Soie, Dinky Dyes, Gloriana,
Gumnuts, and ThreadworkX AVAS
Linen & Silk Choices:
* Linen - I photographed my favorite Lakeside linen color with
reds, and although the camera’s eye doesn’t quite capture its
beauty, the color is perfect, I think, for reflecting the rich
colors. However, we have lighter linen choices that are also
lovely for anyone who prefers a lighter-colored linen. Please
tell us if you prefer the lighter or the darker linen.
* Silk - We’ve done a conversion to exquisite overdyed silks, 22
different colors using 5 different silks. I tried to do a
conversion to Tudor silks, but with the range of colors
required for this palette, I didn’t complete it ... yet! New
colors are becoming available almost weekly in the Tudor silk
line, so don’t despair, I think it will be possible soon.

!
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More Images from Ann Harding’s Sampler

From the left above: The 2 butterflies with their Algerian eyes for their heads and antennae ~ a freehandstitched flower at the left end of the strawberry border above the verse using chain stitch and satin stitch

From the left above: The freehand embroidered tree to the left of the building on the left ~ and the fruit tree, center, is crossstitched with one thread between each cross stitch (it occurs to me that the freehand tree on the left could be supplanted by
the fruit tree, omitting the fruit and part of the right branch) ~ the wings of the windmill are filled in with straight stitches.

From the left above: The ground here is worked either in cross-over-one or tent stitch (tent stitch
would be my choice, depending on the count you’re working on) ~ a freehand-stitched flower at the
right end of the strawberry border above the verse uses chain stitch and satin ~ the tassel cords are
worked in chain stitch using two colors, and the satin-stitched tassels are worked in counted satin.
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New from Linda/Needlemade Designs

As an Attic Addict save 15% in February on:
* Gigi R Designs
* Any red silk
* All Valentine designs, i.e., with a heart

Saturday, February 22 Nashville Market Day A special day to shop,
shop, shop for all of the latest and greatest in our industry. Doors open at
9 AM for Attic Addict members, at 10 AM for the general public.
Sunday, February 26, Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 ~ With our
Sampler Symposium on our usual third Sunday of the month, this
time it’s the fourth Sunday that we are gathering for this favorite time
for sampler sharing. Refreshments served. Please register. Fee $10
Thursday, Feb 27 thru Sunday, March 2 Junipine Retreat This
annual Attic event is sold out, with previous year’s attendees given
priority, limited by the size of the facilities. Get on the waiting list in
case of cancellations. $300 fee includes 2-bedroom creekhouse
(shared with 3 others) for 3 nights + opening reception + door prizes.

March

Saturday, March 1, 10:30-12:30, Beginning Linen
This class is appropriate for both beginning stitchers
and anyone wishing to refine their skills. The class
project is Linda/Needlemade Designs’s Tulip
needlebook design, and the $30 fee includes her
expert instruction + materials.

Above, “Ada Rogers 1865,” $18, a very charming sampler reproduction with a
lovely verse ~ below, the next ornaments in the Twas The Night Before Christmas
Series: “Visions of Sugarplums” ~ “Ma in Her Kerchief and I in My Cap” $9

Saturday, March 8th, Book Signing with Maegan & Vickie
Jennett, 2-4 PM ~ Come in and meet the local authors of A
Schoolroom Alphabet and get your book signed and enjoy some light
refreshments. Please register for our planning purposes.
Sat, March 15, PunchNeedle with Christy; details next issue.

April

Saturday, April 19 ~ Finishing Class for Make-Do
Scissors Case (2013 Attic Soirée project) More details to
follow in a future newsletter ~ just wanted you to have time
to complete your embroidery.

August

November

We still have some BCRF cookbooks left.
Saturday August 23 St. Charles Market Day

Sherri Jones/Patrick’s Woods Workshops
Nov 7 - 9 ~ See page 4 & 5

Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast
cancer research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes for
a Cure cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or more)
with fabulous time-tested recipes as well as
complimentary designs from 11 designers.
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Workshops with Sherri Jones of Patrick’s Woods

Blue Ribbon Sewing Box

W

L

This handsome sewing box made
ESSONS
Woods
is an
exquisitely handcrafted adaptation of an
broidery
and fine hand sewing
antique sewing box. The box is made of fine
cherry wood and measures approx. 6 ¼” wide
x 4 ¾” tall (with legs) and 3 ½” deep. Both Order form for The Attic Workshop, November, 2014
sides of the box open wide for access. The
interior is finished with two silk-lined panels
1.
that have stitched slip pockets. The pockets
are embellished with hem stitching, ribbon
weaving, and embroidered floral sprays.
2.
4.
Smalls include a needlebook, pynkeep, and
3.
berry scissors ornament. Stitches include hem
stitching, long-arm cross, overlap stitch, stem
stitch, tent stitch, and cross stitch1. over
one.for front of box. These are made from the piano end keys, and there are only 2 of
Medallion
these
keysison a piano. Marcy has set aside some of these very special pieces just for us.
The linen is a 32c antique white. The
box
secured with hidden magnets. The bottom of
$90 each
___________
the box is fitted with a silk-lined tool
pad
and
2. Ruler and thread winder set with bird motif.
$66 set
___________
a removable mattress style pyn pillow.
(No substitutes please.)
Scrimshaw pieces shown in the photo,
and
3. Thread winder with floral spray.
$38 each
___________
below, not included in the kit, but can be
ordered separately. Workshop Fee $310
4. Thread winder with monogram of your choice.
$38 each
___________
Please
Pre-stitching kits available mid-April;
feespecify. (Alphabet matches stitched alphabet.)
must be paid in full prior to kit shipment.
Monogram (one letter please) ___________
Total
___________

RICK’S
OODS
exclusively for
Patrick’s

T UÄâx e|uuÉÇ fxã|Çz UÉå

x e|uuÉÇ fxã|Çz UÉå
Lesson Proposal

Please mail this form or email your
order
list to
Patrick’s
Woods
August 1,by an antique needlework bag found in the Cotswolds,
The
petite
reticule
style
bag by
is inspired
2014.(Sorry, no additional orders will be taken during or after class.)

From England, With Love

in England, circa 1840. The bag measures approximately 4” tall and is stitched with luscious silk
silver cut beads that closely resemble the
is lined with silk, drawn closed with silk
taffeta ribbons. The silk purse strings are threaded through silver rings. The sentimental smalls are
NAME:___________________________________________________________________
inspired by Victorian tokens and include a beaded bolster style cushion-scissors rest made with
pearl cut beads, a heart-and-hand needle keep with the silver cut beads, and a cut paper pinkeep
PATRICK’S WOODS
with a Victorian paper scrap embellishment. Workshop Fee $210
icy blues
mocha browns
and
accented
with
DO NOT SEND ANY MONEY.pearls
THESEinPIECES
WILLand
BE CREATED
FOR YOU
AND
DELIVERED TO YOU AT THE WORKSHOP.
YOURso
TOTAL
IS DUE
AT THE
OF DE- The bag
cut steel beads
popular
with
the TIME
Victorians.
LIVERY. THANK YOU!

!

2539 ALBERT DRIVE, SE

GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506

patricks-woods@sbcglobal.net
uisitely crafted and engineered adaptation of an antique
sewing box. It is
es approx. 6 ¼” wide x 4 ¾” tall (with legs) and 3Kit½”
deep.linen,
Bothsilk
sides
of the
includes
pearls,
silk floss, silk lining fabric, silk taffeta ribbons, beads, perforated paper,
ished with two silk lined panels that have stitched
slip pockets.
The
pockets wools, lace, needles and templates. Kit does not include glass head
Victorian
style scrap,
Ultrasuede,
weaving and embroidered floral sprays. The bottom
of the
is scraps
fittedwill
with
a A large variety of old and reproduction scraps will be presented for
straight
pins.box
Paper
vary.
personal
choice.
style pyn pillow. Smalls include a needle book, pyn
keep
and berry scissors
ng arm cross, overlap stitch, stem stitch, tent stitch and cross stitch over one.
ox is secured with hidden magnets. Class time will
be divided
Students
will needbetween
to bring to class basic sewing supplies, plus perforated paper cutting tool and cutting
the interior panels, so please bring the supplies mat,
listed
below.
paper
scissors, tape measure, straight pins, neutral basting thread, glue pen or stick, double stick

floss, ribbons, interfacing, stiffener, muslin, wool felt,
magnet
buttons
and tapestry
tape,
and twisted
cording
tool. For the best perforated paper cutting tool, Sherri recommends an X-Acto
t included, but can be ordered separately.
X3000 knife or X2000 knife with a NEW blade. Or, if paper cutting scissors are preferred, the Dr. Slick
Microtip Arrow, 3 1⁄2” straight scissors used by anglers for tying flies and available at large sporting
goods stores like Bass Pro Shops or Cabela’s, or online through Amazon and other retailers. If a less
expensive, one-time-use tool is preferred, the Revlon cuticle scissors with precise curved blades will work.

e, pins, sewing needles, marking pencil, and other basic sewing supplies

xes)
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Sunday’s Sherri Jones Workshop

Patriot Patty and her Pin Perch
Patriot Patty is inspired by the Flapper garter buttons that were popular in
the 1920's. She perches on a navy velvet cushion at one end of the doubled
cushion box. Patty is constructed of vintage French patriotic ribbon, and her face
is printed on fabric, reproduced from a vintage flapper garter button printed on
silk ribbon. The pin box is embellished with motifs inspired by vintage Army and
Navy needle books that were printed after both World Wars. The pin box
measures approximately 6 1⁄2” long by 2” wide and 2” high. There are two velvet
cushions; one at each end of the box. The center opening of the box features a
slip pocket, and will house patriotic smalls. The smalls include two needle keeps,
scissors and a scissors sheath and fob. There will be available for separate purchase
a set of ivory scrimshaw pieces (below right), including two thread winders, a petite
ruler, and a star shaped charm with a monogram. Workshop Fee $195 ~ prestitching kits available mid-April; fees must be paid in full prior to kit shipment.

ctàÜ|Éà ctààç tÇw {xÜ c|Ç cxÜv{
Scrim order form for The Attic, November, 2014

Stitches include Cross Stitch, Tent Stitch, Chevron, Rice, Tied Oblong Cross
Stitch, Oblong Cross Stitch, Stem Stitch and Portuguese Knotted Stem Stitch.
Kit includes linen, silk floss, pearl cotton, vintage patriotic ribbon, velvet
ribbon, printed fabric pieces, suede, wool, printed card templates, cotton batting,
interfacing, petite scissors, dipped pins, beads and vintage star sequins.
Students will need to bring to class basic sewing supplies, plus paper scissors,
tape measure, thin sharp sewing needles, sewing needle with an eye large enough
for 4 plies of silk, straight pins, neutral basting thread, glue pen or stick, double
stick tape, and small rotary cutter, mat and ruler set (if you have one), and pliers
for pulling needles.

2.
1.

4.

3.

Registration
andstyle
Hotel
Information
1. Art Deco
thread
winder with patriotic banner.

$40each

___

Registrations for the workshops will be accepted by email only. There are 3 email addresses for me and the shop, and they all
Deco styleand
thread
winder
plane
and flag banner.
$44 each
___
work. To allow time for everyone interested to read 2.
thisArt
newsletter
make
their with
plans,
registration
will open on Thursday,
February 20. Please do not phone the shop to register. We will be happy to answer your questions, but registrations will only be
accepted by email. You may register for up to two workshops and, space permitting, a third workshop. In your email please provide
3. Petite
ruler printed
with pinwheel
flower.
$30 eachby
__
your first, second, and third choices. After the registrations
have been
and putstyle
in date
and time order, you will be notified
email of your workshop registrations and asked to phone our toll-free number with payment information.
Because an email address is needed for each of you to provide additional information along the way, to send you the scrimshaw
button/pendant
with
monogram
of your
$44you
each
___
ordering forms, etc., we are looking to email registration4.asCut
the out
beststar
method
for the entire
process,
to ensure
thatchoice.
we register
for
the proper workshops, most importantly.
Please specify ONE letter choice. Optional: attach to a stick pin with a jump ri
Friday, Blue Ribbon Sewing Box, 2 - 9 PM with an hour break from 5 - 6 PM for dinner.
provided.
Saturday, From England with Love, 9 - 4 PM, with an hour break at lunch
Saturday evening, reception at the shop from 5 - 8 PM,
with dinner___________
served at The Gathering Place next door
Monogram
Sunday, Patriot Patty, 9 - 4 PM, with an hour break at lunch
Total
___

!

Please
your order
list orduring
mail this
Patrick’s
Woods by Aug
Your registration fees for each workshop include dinner or lunch as
well email
as coffee/tea
breaks
theform
day to
and
a continental
breakfast on Saturday and Sunday, as well as Saturday night
reception
and dinner.
(Sorry,
no additional
orders will be taken during or after class.) DO NOT SEND ANY M

PIECES WILL BE CREATED FOR YOU AND DELIVERED TO YOU AT THE WORKSHOP. YOUR TOTA
All classes will be held in Meeting Rooms A+B at Hyatt
Place
Mesa, where
theyYOU!
have available an Attic Needlework room block
TIME
OF DELIVERY.
THANK
with prices of $104 for King rooms and $114 for Queen/Queen rooms. Here is their Website. Free shuttle service to the shop is
provided (airport transportation is not), so renting a car is really not necessary.
NAME:___________________________________________________________________

PATRICK’S WOODS
The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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A Word from Your SAL Leader

Dear Stitch-Along Participants,
I understand some of you just got your linen for Luciana and a few of
you are already well underway. Whichever you are, welcome! If you
didn't see my first message last week, be sure to click on that Attic
News link for my thoughts on why I picked page 10 (lower right
corner) as a starting point. As I mentioned last week, you may select
page 10 or you just might have a preferred place that YOU always
begin. Either way, we're going to work through this beautiful sampler
together and I look forward to your thoughts along the way. In fact,
Vickie and I have set up an e-mail address so you can ask any
questions about the project...we'll try to compile answers as best we can and update
everyone along the way. No question is too silly or too complex (well, at least we'll
do our best to answer). It is lucianastitchalong@gmail.com. So, here goes! First and foremost, whether you're a
beginner or an expert stitcher, I believe this project is very doable in a year and will leave PLENTY of time for
other  stitching.  (Let’s  share  some  of  our  UFO’s  along  the  way.)
The  photo  of  my  start  (left)  really  looks  darker  than  the  actual  linen.  I  don’t  pretend  to  be  a  photographer,  
but  I  think  you  get  the  idea.  What  I’ve  found  so  far  is  that  depending  on  the  dye  lot  of  fabric  (or  fabric  choice  if  
you picked something else), personal preference may mean adjusting some of the tan/off white colors. This is
really common with hand-dyed linens and fibers, and quite honestly, what makes each of our projects unique. As
you  will  see,  I  didn’t  get  too  far  this  first  week,  partly  because  I’m  a  HUGE  football  fan  and  was  preparing  for  a  
Super Bowl shindig. Since my team (the Vikings, of course) was nowhere in the running, the party will be fun
instead  of  serious.  So,  I  guess,  officially  the  first  segment  of  the  stitch  along  really  kicks  off  THIS  WEEK  and  I’ve  
got a little head-start.
I just love this little basket with flowers sprouting out of the center! It would make a nice ornament,
jawohl?  Looking  at  what  I’ve  done  so  far,  I may change the colors on the bird. In the border above basket, I am
changing the tan flower motifs so they match. Silly Luciana (her work is at right), what was she thinking, making
each of them different? The German in me likes order. I will probably make the tendril on both ends the same,
too...but  you  may  decide  to  stitch  it  as  it’s  charted.  Let  us  know.  It’s  almost  game  time.  So,  until  next  installment,  
happy stitching,

Rosi
It’s never too late to begin this
fabulous sampler!

!
!

Por Luciana Delgado from NeedleWorkPress

Chart - $18
Thread Choices:
*
Gloriana Tudor silks $73.50
*
Gloriana 12-ply silk, $112
*
Gentle Art - $46.20

!

Lakeside Linen (460w x 200h)
* 50c (52/60) unevenweave $26
* 50c evenweave $26
* 45c - $25
* 40c - $32
* 36c - $39

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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New in Our Attic!

Clockwise from above: Shepherd’s Bush’s “Valentine Trifles” $8 ~ Threadwork Primitives’ “Quaker Friends” $10
(LOVE the small pillow!) ~ 2 from Country Cottage Needleworks, “Snowman’s Cottage” in the Frosty Forest
Series, $6 (so charming) and “Be My Valentine” $8 ~ Accoutrement Designs’ Glamorous Magnet, $14 ~
With Thy Needle & Thread’s “Cupid’s Arrow” punchneedle pattern, $10 ~ Cherry Hill Stitchery’s “Owl
Birth Sampler” $8 ~ The Silver Lining’s November & December Rose in the Red Rose Ornaments Series, $8
~ Heartstring Samplery’s “Forever Young” $10

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Coming from Praiseworthy Stitches

“Simple Gifts-Peace” is the latest in the Quaker series and is the
most special. With this chart they are honoring those who have
served in the military and returned home with physical and
psychological injuries and donating 20% of all the profits from
this chart to the Wounded Warrior Project.

“Carols on the Square” ~ isn’t it wonderful?! It’s the town’s Christmas Eve
celebration and it is already underway! See the snow is falling, the skaters
flying round and round the pond while the carolers are singing all their favorite
carols! Everyone will be thrilled to see Santa and his reindeers appear! Look!
Can you see Rudolph is in the lead? It is the perfect Christmas night!

“Pynchusion” is a darling
pyncushion that is
mounted on a magnetic
frame with a tiny
butterfly stitch counter
that attaches to magnetic
boards and sewing
machines. (Only 300)
This delightful “Halloween Frights Treat Box Kit” is also a limited
edition kit (Only 200). There are 4 different tins with the same cute
smalls. The different tins feature a ghost, black cat, Frankie and
pumpkin. The smalls are designed to go with all of the tins equally
well. The tin is lined and has pockets lining the bottom and complete
with an embroidered spider web in the lid. Also, a little scissor sheath
embellished with beads, a Frankenstein needle book, stitch counter, a
plastic coffin ort container, beads to make the scissor fob, and a pumpkin
pyncushion. All materials and complete finishing instructions included.

“Snow Crystal Scissor
Fob” is a small, sweet
limited edition kit
that will be the
perfect addition to the
Snow Crystal Huswif
Kit! (Only 300)

“Snow Crystal Huswif Kit “is a limited edition kit. (Only 200) This kit
features a cute snowman-covered tin. The huswif folds and ties closed so that
all the goodies stay in place. The little scissor purse is embellished with sparkly
tinsel handle featuring a snowman on the front. There is a snowman
needlebook, stitch counter and a biscornu pyncushion. Materials used include
cotton floss, calicos, charmuse, felt, satin ribbons, beads, linen (10 x 11), beads,
charms, etc. All materials and complete finishing instructions are included.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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. . . at what’s coming from La-D-Da/ Lori ~ and I know that some
will be limited, like the kits perhaps. No further information in the email
received moments ago, but wanted you to see these and give us your list!

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More coming at Nashville
Left, Summer House
Stitche Workes &
Hands On Design have
collaborated to bring us a
celebration of friendship
in needlework ~ can’t
wait to see the rest of this

Above, Who doesn’t love bunnies? “Spring
Trio” from ScissorTail Designs

Coming from GPA Designs at Nashville ~ its
name a mystery, to be revealed at the 2014 Show!

From Priscilla’s Pocket, clockwise from
above: “Stitcher’s Cache,” a place to
store (or hoard) your needlework
treasures, handcrafted in America from
cherrywood with a hand-waxed finish
and immaculate finger-jointed corners,
$110 ~ beautiful Threadkeeps, all solid
wood, also handcrafted in America,
none are painted, clockwise from the
top: Giulia's, with Purpleheart wood,
$24 ~ American F lag, perfectly
proportioned, laminated, all natural
wood (not painted), this one is amazing!
$32 ~ Zebrawood, $20 ~ and Branch,
each one a bit different and these are
limited, $24
Right, “CEJ 1836,” a
miniature English sampler finished to be
folded and tucked into a stitching basket.

Right, “F lowers for
Thee,” sweet salt cellar
pincushions for sharing
with stitching friends.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Pin Cushions from Just Another Button Company

Pincushions ... they’re so collectible, second only to scissors to a needleworker ~ and now, in a fabulous
new book for $17, you can make 8 of them! Let’s have a pincushion party ... and be inspired!

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Coming at Nashville from Cherished Stitches
Below, “Spring Garden” and “Summer Garden” are both limited release kits. Stitched on 32c linen, they are heavily stitched with overdyed
threads from Weeks and The Gentle Art. “Spring Garden” includes a limited-edition overdyed thread. All stitches are cross-stitch over 2 and 1.
“Spring Garden” is finished with a cord made from silk bamboo and alpaca fibers. “Summer Garden” is finished with a chenille fiber. All
supplies, including silk sewing thread for attaching the edging, is included. All you need is the filling for the little pillows. Each of these kits is $27.

Above Left, “Welcome Spring” $9 is a small banner stitched on Lakeside’s 36c Vintage Bisque with Gloriana silk threads. If you love to hang small pieces for the
seasons, this one is perfect, stitched with cross stitch and back-stitch. The cording is made from 2 skeins of Gentle Art and all finishing directions are included.

!
!

Center, “Dancing Deer” $13, inspired by the very beautiful Norfolk samplers, is bright and colorful and stitched on Lakeside Linen’s 36c Vintage Autumn Gold
with all Weeks over-dyed threads. It is approximately 6” X 6-1/2”. It includes cross-stitch over 1 and 2, eyelets, and satin stitch.
Above right, “Mary Wood” $13 is a reproduction sampler from Louise’s collection. It is thought to be an early Norfolk sampler and is stitched with cross stitch
over 1 and 2 and eyelets on Lakeside Linen 36c Luna. It uses a combination of AVAS, NPI, and Gloriana silk threads.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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More coming at Nashville
Louise Henderson (Cherished Stitches) will be joined by her daughter this year. Robin, designing under the name Threads of Memory, has several
stunning sampler reproductions, below. Welcome, Robin! Love your new samplers!

“Family” and “Friendship,” each
$8, are original designs inspired
by samplers in Robin’s collection.

Left above, “Harriet Hodges” $20, a reproduction from Robin’s private collection, the original was stitched in 1847
by 15-year-old Harriet. The motifs include Adam & Eve, a parrot, a cherub, and several delightful flower vases.
The reproduction is stitched on 40 ct Beige linen from Weeks Dye Works using NPI silk threads. Stitches include
cross-stitch, over-one, satin stitch, stem stitch, and French knot. Right above, “Rachel Mauger” is another
reproduction from Robin’s private collection, the original was stitched in 1835 by 9-year-old Rachel. The focal
motif of this sampler is a large sitting stag. The reproduction is stitched on 40c Cappuccino linen from Weeks Dye
Works, using NPI silks, as well as a few AVAS and Classic Colorworks (formerly Crescent Colors) silk threads. Stitches
include cross-stitch, over-one, satin stitch, and four-sided stitch.

“Springtime on Hodge Hill” $9 and “Yield Not” $9, both Robin’s original designs!

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Local Girl Makes it Big!

Vickie LoPiccolo Jennett, friend to The Attic for
several decades, together with her daughter-inlaw Maegan has now published her second
book, left ~ just as her first book, Sonoran Borders,
has been featured in the “Books Received”
section of Maine Antique Digest! Here’s a
link to their online review!

Enter the world of the one-room school to discover 12 delightful needlework lessons, all inspired by an
antique alphabet handkerchief from the collection of Betty Ring. The mother and daughter-in-law team
of Vickie LoPiccolo Jennett and Maegan Jennett captured the handkerchief ’s charm in projects that are
both decorative and functional. The handkerchief ’s central image can be traced to the early 19th century.
A large alphabet sampler is accompanied by projects that decorate tote bags and backpacks, cover
your e-reader and tote your tools. 8 1/2 x 11, softcover, 96 pages ~ $29

Also Coming at Nashville!!!

Long Dog Designs’ “Count Your Blessings” ~ LOVE this!

“Count Twice” from Paulette/Plum Street Samplers was stitched on 36c Lakeside V.
Meadow Rue with overdyed cottons from Classic Colorworks/formerly Crescent Colours
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Needleworkers Share

Paule posted this on FaceBook, but I know not all of you are there, and I wanted you to
see this beauty! Oh, my, I love it all, the beautiful roses, the altar, the animals across the
bottom, the church, and, of course, the “Lady in Red Spinning her Wool,” another very
charming sampler reproduction from the collection of Gigi R. We are so very fortunate
to have these reproductions available to us! Thank you, Gigi! And to you, Paule, for
sharing your beautiful needlework! I loved this one when it was first available several
months ago, but now it is another one I am compelled to stitch! Thank you, Lord, for
my renewed eyesight ~ and, if I am so blessed, for lots more years to stitch!
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Carol E’s
“ N o e l
Sampler”
from With
Thy Needle &
Thread

Another sweet sampler reproduction from Gigi, “Mary Hart,” this
one stitched by Anne. With only 4 colors and a finish size on the
52/60, it’s a perfect one to try the 52/60 with the Tudor silks!
Left, Patty’s
“Witches Stitch
To o ”
from
Homespun Elegance.

!

Right, Carol W’s
“Old Black
Clock” from Silver
Creek Samplers.

Lee Anna’s “Peligan” from Courtney Collection and her
“Remember Me” from Blackbird Designs on the 52/60 linen
~ isn’t it sweet?! Scissors gives perspective on its size.
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... a wonderful Attic exclusive kit coming in June! A Jackie du Plessis
limited edition that she calls a needle case, but it will be so much more, a
Sew Darling . . .
needlework accoutrement, a utilitarian accessory but oh, so ornamental.
Jackie describes this beautiful project thusly: The outside of the needle case
will feature wonderful sweet silk stitched red roses with other dainty flowers and leaves. The interior will be finished with luxury
silk fabric. A tiny silken bag for your treasured thimble or any other trinket can be fastened, while the second area allows for a
needlebook made from doctor's flannel pages. A special hand-turned wooden spool attaches to the mid area allowing for fiber
or laces to be wrapped and stored here. The needle case closes and ties with a soft vintage dyed double-sided silken ribbon.

!

Jackie and John collaborated on this when Jackie was visiting last November, and I was so excited about it when
I heard them discussing it. It will be a patriotic tribute to America featuring the rose, which was designated the
official flower and floral emblem of the United States of America in 1986.

!

Watch for further details in a subsequent newsletter.

Her Scarlet Letter Year I know I told you about this sometime ago, that last year, to celebrate her ‘scarlet letter year,’ Nicola,
a needleworker living on the beautiful coastline of Cornwall, started a blog to celebrate her milestone birthday and invited others to
join her on this year-long journey of stitching beautiful sampler reproductions from Marsha Parker of The Scarlet Letter. Many of you
have joined Nicola and posted your samplers on her blog. While the year is up, the blog will continue, and in our next issue Nicola
will give us more information about the coming year. The blog address is http://scarletletteryear.blogspot.com ~ and you might also
enjoy visiting the Website for she and her husband’s seaside cottages at Cornwall. Spectacular scenery! The photos make me put
this on my bucket list of places to visit ~ as does the scenery in the BBC series, “Doc Martin,” coincidentally filmed in Port Isaac, a
small and picturesque fishing village on that same Atlantic Coast of north Cornwall, England. Simply gorgeous!

Hmm! I’ve run out of time and out of brain power ~ here are some in-shop photos of several of
Beth’s displays, an area featuring Homespun Elegance ~ and the Valentine table in the front of the shop!
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